Summer of Kleist Memorial Tournament
Round 9

Tossups

1. Some of the lackeys in this play are Bardolph and Pistol, who refuse to follow the villain in his plot. Rugby accompanies Doctor Caius to meet Sir. Hugh Evans in a duel over a woman’s hand in marriage. Another of Caius’ servants, Mistress Quickly is a key conduit of information, though not a very good one, as she mangles her speech. Fenton loves Anna, and eventually wins her hand in marriage, despite advances by both Caius and Evans. The primary plot, however, features the attempted seduction of Mrs. Page and Mrs. Ford and the revenge the wreak on their would-be seducer. FTP, identify this Shakespeare play in which Falstaff gets what he deserves.

Answer: The Merry Wives of Windsor

2. Strictly, multiplicative commutativity is not one of its properties, as multiplication need only be defined as an operation where the first element is from a field and the second element is from this set of elements.  The required axioms for this set are the existence of a zero element, an additive inverse for all elements, closure, commutativity, and associativity of addition, and closure, associativity, and distributivity of multiplication.  Examples include the set of all m by n matrices over the reals or the set of all complex numbers over the reals, but the most common example is the set R3 over the real numbers.  For 10 points – identify this mathematical construct commonly used to describe quantities with both magnitude and direction. 
Answer: linear vector space

3. He resembled the hero of his own novel Loss and Gain, a phrase which might describe his own career.  He decided when he was 15 that celibacy was the only way for him.  His early career was marked by the belief that the Whigs must be opposed and the Church of England returned to the position of authority it had held during the early seventeenth century.  While a vicar of St. Mary’s, Oxford, he was converted to Roman Catholicism and thus abandoned the Oxford Movement.  FTP identify this English Churchman and author whose most famous work, written as a response to an attack by Charles Kingsley is entitled Apologia pro vita sua.						John Henry Newman

4. The son of a London cloth maker, he was forced to flee London at the beginning of the civil war because of his royalist association.  Born in 1573, he was famous as a designer of sets, costumes, and stage machinery for masques, which became influence in stage design.  As royal surveyor he designed Covent Garden and St. Paul’s Cathedral.   In 1600 and again in 1613-14 he studied Palladian architecture in Italy introducing the style to England.  Identify this architect for James I and Charles I who most notably designed the Queen’s House at Greenwich and the Banquet Hall at Whitehall.												Indigo Jones

5. He did some work in film, including acting and writing part of Marigolds in August. Critics of his earlier work contend that he often gave his characters up to symbolism. Despite that contention, one of his most successful plays was developed in collaboration with the actors who played the leading roles, John Kani and Winston Ntshona. That play, Island, deals with the terrible prison conditions on Robben Island. The Blood Knot, which deals with brothers who fall on opposite sides of the racial color line, was the first of the so-called “Family Trilogy”, also including Hello and Goodbye, and Boesman and Lena. His only novel is Tsotsi, a tale of the murderous leader of a black gang. FTP, identify this South African and playwright, whose theatre troupe in Port Elizabeth condemned apartheid.

Answer: Althol Fugard

6. This city now has a population of about 130,000, which is 20% less than its population in 1650.  Taking its name from a Quechua word meaning “deafening crash,” the Inca did not mine there, as it had been prophesied that the riches there were meant for other. The Spaniards discovered it in 1545, and by 1575 an influx of miners had made it the largest city in the New World.  For 10 points – identify this city in southern Bolivia, the site of an enormous silver mine.

Answer: Potosi

7. This elimination reaction is unusual in that the alkene product that forms does not follow Markhovnikov’s rule and is thus the least substituted instead of the most substituted carbon. First, an amine is converted to a quaternary ammonium iodide by treating it with excess methyl iodide, then exposed to silver oxide and water which converts it to ammonium hydroxde, which is then heated to form an alkene and an amine, with water as a side product. Also known as exhaustive methylation, FTP identify this method of converting amines to alkenes.

A: _Hofman elimination_ (accept “exhaustive methylation” before read)


8. From 1900 to 1902 he produced “Philosophy,” “Medicine,” and “Jurisprudence,” three murals which were to adorn to ceiling of the University of Vienna's auditorium.  The paintings were assailed for their utter pessimism and erotic symbolism and they were rejected.  His highly decorative Art Nouveau style marked a revolt against the academic approach to art prevalent in his time.  FTP, name this leader of the Vienna Sezession who painted works like the Beethoven frieze, “The Virgin,” and “The Kiss.”
Answer: Gustav _KLIMT_

9. A founding member of the Order of the Garter, he created the motto of the Princes of Wales: “Courage, I Serve.” One of the most brilliant English commanders of the Hundred Years War, he won his spurs at the Battle of Crecy as the commander of the right wing of his father’s army. He won his greatest victory at Poitiers (pwa-tee-ay) in 1356 where he captured the French king John II and forced John to crown him Prince of Aquitaine. He was not a popular ruler, however, and ill health and failing finances caused by constant warmaking forced him back to England, where he died in 1376. FTP, name this English prince, father of Richard II and whose sobriquet came from the color of the armor he supposedly wore.

A: Edward the Black Prince (prompt on “Edward” )

10. Notably derided by Armand van Helden on his last two albums, its critics see it as another example of the gentrification of African-American music, as evidenced by the absence of the gay and black oriented elements of its predecessors, techno and house.  At the inaugural Detroit Electronic Music Festival it was overlooked for fear of attracting ecstasy-addled teenyboppers.  The elevation of acts like Sasha, B.T., Paul Oakenfold, and Paul Van Dyk into international dance music superstars is a testament to its appeal to the masses.  Throbbing bass lines, lush string arrangements, multiple climaxes, and New Age-y female vocals are FTP, hallmarks of this electronic music genre whose name refers to the supposed state of its listeners.  

Answer: _TRANCE_

11. A exchange of looks is all that is needed to cause the murder. The next day, the friends go to the Church of the Capuchins to see a painting that supposed looks like the murdered victim. Upon arriving they find a mass for the dead man in progress. One of the characters in fact witnesses the murder at Tarpeian Rock, which ultimately causes the dissolution of her friendship with the other two. Kenyon, however, is unaware of the crime until much later. In the end, Hilda cannot bear the weight of witnessing the murder and admits to seeing the crime. Because Miriam did not actually commit the crime, she is innocent, though she must bear the guilt of her actions. Donatello, however, is thrown in prison. FTP, identify this novel, whose title refers to a statue of a mythical creature that bears a striking resemblance to Donatello, written by Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Answer: The Marble Faun

12. Among his alleged achievements include creating the sun, the moon, and the stars and initiating the cycle of night and day.  He was also responsible for teaching mankind how to sow grain and use the shovel.  According to other accounts, he actually created the first man, who received the first breath of life from his father, the sky god Nyame.  For all his contributions, however, this cunning character still suffers from a slight image problem.  In one episode, he became stuck to a girl made of wax after kicking her because she refused to succumb to his charms.  A crowd of people then proceeded to assault the failed lothario.  His wily ways thus have had him equated with the Yoruba deity, Eshu.  FTP, identify this Ashanti trickster god who is personified as a spider.
Answer: _ANANSI_

13. First performed in Budapest in February 1812, it tells the story of Minerva awaking from a 2000 year slumber and finding that the culture of Greece has been destroyed.  This play by August von Kotzebue is best remembered for its music, which includes the Chorus of the Dervishes and the famous Marcia alla Turca.  For 10 points – identify this play with incidental music by Ludwig von Beethoven.
Answer:  Die Ruinen von Athen (or The Ruins of Athens)

14. Born in Strasbourg, he was educated in Frankfurt and Munich before emigrating to England and then the United States. The head of the Theoretical Division of the Manhattan Project, he led the team that designed and constructed the bomb’s detonator. His peacetime work was mostly in astrophysics, proposing the carbon cycle of stellar energy and proposing the “alpha, beta, gamma theory with Alpher and Gamow regarding element formation in the early universe. FTP, name this German-American physicist, winner of the Nobel Prize in 1967.

A: Hans _Bethe_

15. It purchased Astoria during the War of 1812, but returned the fort after the Treaty of Ghent.  Founded in the late 1770s, it was a major backer of explorations, financing the voyages of David Thompson, Alexander Mackenzie, and Simon Fraser towards the Pacific. The establishment of the Red River Colony blocked its trade routes and forced it to seek a merger with its main rival, the Hudson’s Bay Company, in 1821.  For 10 points – identify this company that controlled up to two-thirds of the Canadian fur trade in the late eighteenth century.
Answer: North-west Company

16. Involved in calendar reform, he proposed a perpetual calendar of 13 months, each month with 28 days. An extra day was inserted between December 28th and January 1 each year, with an extra leap day periodically. He is also known for his “law of the three stages”, which attempts to classify human intellectual development chronologically, moving from a theological, to a metaphysical, to finally a empirical stage. He also believed that the structure of the Roman Catholic Church provided a structural and symbolic model for an idea society, where a “religion of humanity” supplanted the worship of God.  This ludicrous idea was outlined in the System of Positive Polity. FTP, identify this Frenchman, author of Course in Positive Philosophy.

Answer: Auguste Comte

17. “Nansen kills a kitten” tells of a dispute between two temples about the ownership of a kitten. Nansen, a Zen monk, solves the dispute by killing it. Choshu, the master’s disciple, returns, and when is told of what happened, Nansen tells him, “if you had been there, the kitten surely would have been saved.” Koans like this figure importantly in this novel. The priests contemplating the story find it mystifying. It may be that Choshu is meant to symbolize Japan facing defeat in the war. Kashiwagi, a bitter, club-footed priest, describes the kitten as beauty, killed by Nansen because it causes disharmony. Mizogushi, upon hearing this, makes beauty his enemy, rewarded by an American soldier for trampling a prostitute and causing her miscarriage.  FTP, identify this work in the beautiful title place is destroyed by Mizogushi’s father, a novel written by Yukio Mishima.

Answer: Temple of the Golden Pavilion


18. Educated at Brown and Harvard Law, he practiced in Boston before becoming US Attorney General in 1893.  In that position, he broke the Pullman Strike by obtaining a powerful injunction against the American Railway Union.   He is most famous for a corollary written as Secretary of State after an offer to mediate the Venezuela-British Guiana border dispute was rejected that almost threatened war with Britian and served to greatly increase the scope of the Monroe Doctrine.  Identify this American statesman.								Richard Olney

19. He said that he always wanted to be the world’s best lover, horseman, and economist. Late in life he admitted to achieving only one of those goals: apparently he couldn’t get along with horses. His theory of democratic elitism states that in a democracy, power is given to the people, yet elitism gives power to minorities. This polarity is resolved in modern democracy by elites competing in popular electoral votes. He is also known for his theory of business cycles, as well as the theory that capitalism would perish one its own to give way to some kind of socialism, a theory described in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. FTP, identify this Moravian economist, and Harvard professor, who briefly served as Austrian finance minister in 1919.

Answer: Joseph Schumpeter

20. In deuterostomes, the opening (the blastopore) in its cavity (the archenteron)  becomes the anus, while in protostomes, it develops into the mouth. This cavity, the archenteron, is between the endoderm and the ectoderm. Migration of cells into the archenteron leads to the formation of the mesoderm. The ectoderm eventually develops into the integument and the nervous system. The endoderm develops into the digestive, respiratory, and endocrine systems. The mesoderm develops into the musculoskeletal, circulatory, excretory, and reporoductive systems, and connective tissue. FTP, identify this stage of embryonic development, the last before cell differentiation.

A: _gastrula_ (accept: “gastrulation”)
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1. Identify the following the Stalwarts of the 19th century Republican Party FTPE.

This man created a Republican Machine in Pennsylvania and is considered the first powerful state “boss” in American history.  He had served as Secretary of War under Lincoln and after 1862 as Minister to Russia. 								Simon Cameron
Retiring when Garfield ignored him for an appointment as collector of the Port of New York, he had served as the state “boss” for New York.																Roscoe Conkling
The founder of the GAR, this Illinois member of the US House and Senate was the unsuccessful VP candidate on the Blaine ticket of 1884.															John Alexander Logan


2. Identify the following regarding thermal radiation, FTPE:

10: Name the formula that first attempted to model thermal radiation, whose inability to predict radiancy in the ultraviolet region contradicted classical electrodynamics.

A: _Rayleigh-James_ law

10: Which German physicist proposed a new theory that correctly predicted radiancy at high wavelength, the beginning of quantum mechanics?

A: Max _Planck_

10: The law relating wavelength of maximum radiancy to temperature by a constant is the model for a perfect blackbody radiator. Name this law.

A: _Wien Displacement_ Law


3. For the stated number of points, answer the following about post-World War II drama.

(15)	He once wrote, "My grandfather was once sent to prison for ten days because of a poem he wrote. I haven't been honored in that way yet. Maybe it's my fault, or maybe the world has gone so far to the dogs that it doesn't even feel insulted anymore if it's criticized severely."  His tragicomedies dealt mainly with man’s attempts to escape from the tragic fate inherent in his condition.  Born in Konofigen, Switzerland, his works include Romulus the Great, The Marriage of Mr. Mississppi, and The Physicists.
Answer: Friedrich _ Dürrenmatt _

(15)	The title of this absurd morality play by Friedrich Dürrenmatt refers to a sojourn made by Claire Zachanassian to her economically depressed hometown, Güllen, during which she exacts revenge on the man who seduced her in her youth by bribing the entire town into assassinating him.  Inheriting her fortune from an Armenian oil magnate, Claire rivals Elizabeth Taylor in her collection of husbands and succeeds in making the town an offer it can’t refuse.  
Answer: The _VISIT_ (or: _DER BESUCH DER ALTEN DAME_)


4. Answer the following visual arts questions for the stated number of points.

(15)	This photographer first began to turn heads with his 1971 collection Tulsa, a frank depiction of the down-and-out denizens of his hometown.  Twelve years later, he pushed the envelope even further with Teenage Lust, an NEA-funded tome that chronicled the lives of adolescent runaways.
Answer: Larry _CLARK_

(10)	His second directorial feat, 1998’s Gummo, was a virtual assault on the senses.  Bernardo Bertolucci hailed the film, featuring a retarded prostitute and a gay, black dwarf, as a “revolution in cinema.”  He then began work on Fight Harm, which consisted of him engaging total strangers in combat and suffering the bloody consequences.  The brilliantly conceived project fell through and this year he returns with julien donkey-boy, a more subdued film about a schizophrenic and his family.
Answer: Harmony _KORINE_

(5)	This 1995 release was a collaboration between Larry Clark and Harmony Korine and marked the first time either had worked in film.  Clark directed and Korine scripted the scandalous portrayal of violent, hypersexual teenagers on Manhattan’s Lower East Side.  In it, Chloe Sevigny made her acting debut as a deflowered virgin who discovers that she has contracted HIV.
Answer: _KIDS_


5. Answer these questions about Morocco FTPE.
A. (10,10) As they constitute the only land border between Africa and the European Union, these two Spanish settlements have become havens for Africans attempting to seek refuge in Europe.  FTPE, identify these two enclaves on the north coast of Morocco.
Answer: Ceuta and Melilla
B. (10) Conquered by Spain during World War II, this city has a special status within French Morocco and was governed by an international commission from 1912 to 1923.
Answer: Tangier



6. Answer the following about the Aztec empire FTPE.

The Aztec sprang from this group who migrated to central Mexico from what is now the Southwestern US in the mid-13th century.																	Mexica
The first Aztec emperor was this man under whom a conquest of surrounding territories began with the help of the Texcoco and Tlacopan.																Itzcoatl
The nephew of Montezuma II, he was the last emperor and led the attack on the Spanish known as “la noche triste” which drove Cortez out of the city.													Cuauhtemoc or Guatemotzín or Guatémoc



7. Identify the following regarding Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, FTPE:

10: for 5 points each, identify the two main types of NMR

A: _carbon_ and _hydrogen_ NMR

10: Indistinguishable atoms, such the hydrogen atoms of a methyl group, appear as a single split reading and are described as what?

A: _coupled_

10: What compound is used to provide a reference peak in H-NMR?

A: _trimethyl silicate_ or _TMS_


8. For the stated number of points, answer the following questions about an instrument and guys that did stuff with it.

(10)	A favorite among Baroque composers, this keyboard instrument has two or more sets of strings that are vibrated by the plucking of thin vertical strips of wood called jacks.
Answer: _HARPSICHORD_

(10)	From 1709 to 1714, he was the official composer for the exiled Polish queen Maria Casimira in Rome and from 1714 to 1719 held the post of musical director at St. Peter’s Basilica.  For the remainder of his life, he would become a fixture at the royal courts of Portugal and Spain.  Thus, the Iberian influence is pronounced in the 555 sonatas he wrote.  All but 13 are for the harpsichord, the technical and musical possibilities of which he expanded through his works.  
Answer: Domenico _SCARLATTI_

(10)	Clearly ahead of his time, he devised a system of harmony that became the grounding of most 20th Century harmony textbooks.  He made such a splash with the performance of his first opera Hippolyte et Aricie, that one of its attendees, Voltaire, wrote for him the libretto to Samson, which was later banned.  However, today much of his fame rests in second volume of harpsichord pieces, brilliantly titled Harpsichord Pieces, with a Method for Fingering.
Answer: Jean-Philippe _RAMEAU_


9. Given names of their members identify the following trios from Greek mythology for ten points each.

(10)	Aglaea, Euphrosyne, Thalia 
Answer: the _GRACES_ (or: the _CHARITES_)

(10)	Clotho, Lachesis, Atropos
Answer: the _FATES_ (or: the _MOERAE_)

(10)	Tisiphone, Megaera, Alecto
Answer: the _FURIES_ (or: the _ERINYES_)


10. Identify the poet from lines from his poems 30-20-10

30- “Music, when soft voices die, / Vibrates in the memory. / Odours, when sweet violets sicken, / Live within the sense they quicken.”

20- “Hail to thee, blithe Spirit! / Bird thou never wert-/ That from Heaven, or near it, / Pourest they full heart / In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.”

10 – “Round the decay of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare, The lone and level sands stretch far away.”

Answer: Percy Bysshe Shelley


11. For the stated number of points, given the character in Quentin Tarantino’s 1991 film Reservoir Dogs, name the actor who played him.

(5)	Mr. Pink
Answer: Steve _BUSCEMI_

(5)	Mr. Orange
Answer: Tim _ROTH_

(10)	Mr. Brown
Answer: Quentin _TARANTINO_

(10)	Nice Guy Eddie
Answer: _CHRIS PENN_


12. Identify the following Persian rulers FTSNOP.

F5P, He was defeated by the Greeks at Plataea and Mycale forcing Persia to abandon its goal of invading Greece.																			Xerxes I
FTP, During his reign, the Persian empire began to decline as Athens took the offensive by aiding a revolt in Egypt and attacking Cyprus in 450 BCE.															Artaxerxes I Longimanus
F15P, he murdered his brother Xerxes II and ruled for a few months before being murdered by Darius II.								Sogdianus


13. Identify the following about the French composing consortium known as Les Six.

His first published work was Rhapsodie negre, joining the group in 1920, he produced the comic opera Les mamelles de Tiresias in 1946.																Francis Poulenc
Originally Swiss, he nevertheless has become one of the most famous French composers of the 20th century.  His most famous compositions include the oratorio Le Roi David and the opera Judith.									Arthur Honegger
The father figure for the group was this composer of Limp Preludes for a Dog.												Erik Alfred Leslie Satie


14. Answer the following the pancreas, FTPE:

10: This is the part of the pancreas responsible for the secretion of digestive juices into the duodenum.

A: _duct of Wirsung_

10: This is the part of the pancreas responsible for the secretion of insulin and glucagon into the bloodstream.

A: _islets of Langerhans_

10: The cells in the pancreas that produce digestive enzymes are referred to by what name, Latin for “grape” because of their shape?

A: _acinar_ cells


15. Everyone knows a person’s beliefs and behaviors don’t always correspond to each other.

(5)	This concept stresses that a person strives for consistency and that opposed ideas will create discomfort.  To stay consistent, a person will change attitudes to fit behaviors.
Answer: _COGNITIVE DISSONANCE_

(10)	This man is the developer of the theory of cognitive dissonance.
Answer: Leon _FESTINGER_

(15)	Refuting Festinger’s theory is Daryl Bem, who created this theory that says a person who shapes their attitudes based on perceiving their behaviors.
Answer: _SELF-PERCEPTION_ Theory


16. Identify these important works of Andre Gide, F15PE:

A) This early poetic work is a hymn to the beauty of all experience, exhorting youth to make itself receptive to joy. It does this by attempting to convince the reader to cast off all that is conventional or artificial. In the 1920’s, this work influenced restless youth.

Answer: The Fruits of the Earth

B) In this later novel, a fictional novelist, Edouard, keeps a journal of events in order to write a novel about the nature of reality. Two adolescents leave home to be free to develop their true selves attempt to form an emotional bond with Edouard, but discover that he is inadequate as an ideal.

Answer: The Counterfeiters


17. Identify the following about political terms from Tokugawa Japan FTPE.

These “great holders of public land,” were the leaders of the samurai class.  Numbering between 250 and 350 they alternated between a year in their domain and a year at the shogun’s castle in Edo.									Daimyo
Each daimyo controlled one of these “feudal states.”  The Shogun’s consisted of 25% of the land in Japan.  									Han
Literally “Tent Government” this form of government often characterized as military is how the Japanese described the shoganate.																	Bakufu 


18. Identify these important figures in medieval philosophy FTPE:

A) He was a consul to Theodoric the Great in 510. Accused of treason and placed in prison, he wrote the Consolation of Philosophy.

Answer: Boethius

B) This German scholastic was the teacher of Thomas Aquinas. He paraphrased much of Aristotle’s works and worked to advance experimental science.

Answer: Albertus Magnus

C) This Scot was known as Doctor Subtilis. He contended that God and the soul could not be proved by human reason. His theories are formulated in his treatise Questions, Opus, Oxoniense. 

Answer: Duns Scotus



19. Identify these characters from Tolstoy’s War and Peace FTPE:

A) He is the main male protagonist of the novel, who, when returning from study in Paris, is disliked. That is, until he inherits millions from his father. Through the novel his character changes and he finds his moral compass.

Answer: Pierre Bezuhov

B) She is the beautiful daughter of a well-to-do Moscow family. She receives some advice from the much older Pierre, and in the end falls in love with him. They marry and find fulfillment.

Answer: Natasha Rostov

C) This is Pierre’s first wife. She is beautiful and considered to be prime to lead St. Petersburg society life. However, she is rather immoral. That doesn’t really matter, as she dies after a short bout with disease during the last days of the Napoleonic Wars.

Answer: Ellen Kuragin Bezukov


20.  Identify these types of systems from system theory from a description, FTPE.

A. The output y of t naught is a function of the inputs from t equals zero to t equals t naught, but no inputs at times greater than t naught.

Answer: causal

B. The output y of (t minus t naught) is independent of t naught.

Answer: time-invariant
C. The current output is a function of only the current input and not of any prior inputs or system states.

Answer: memoryless































